The HAWC Collaboration has discovered a γ-ray emission extended about 2 degrees around the Geminga and Monogem pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) at γ-ray energies Eγ > 5 TeV. We analyze, for the first time, almost 10 years of γ-ray data obtained with the Fermi Large Area Telescope at Eγ > 8 GeV in the direction of Geminga and Monogem. Since these two pulsars are close the Galactic plane we run our analysis with 10 different interstellar emission models (IEMs) to study the systematics due to the modeling of this component. We detect a γ-ray halo around Geminga with a significance in the range 7.8 − 11.8σ depending on the IEM considered. This measurement is compatible with e + and e − emitted by the PWN, which inverse-Compton scatter (ICS) with photon fields located within a distance of about 100 pc from the pulsar, where the diffusion coefficient is estimated to be around 1.1 × 10 27 cm 2 /s at 100 GeV. We include in our analysis the proper motion of the Geminga pulsar which is relevant for γ rays produced for ICS in the Fermi-LAT energy range. We find that an efficiency of about 1% for the conversion of the spin-down energy of the pulsar into e + and e − is required to be consistent with γ-ray data from Fermi-LAT and HAWC. The inferred contribution of Geminga to the e + flux is at most 20% at the highest energy AMS-02 data. Our results are compatible with the interpretation that the cumulative emission from Galactic pulsars explains the positron excess.
I. INTRODUCTION
High precision data of cosmic electron (e − ) and positron (e + ) fluxes are currently available over 4 decades in energy. In particular, the positron fraction (e + /(e + + e − )) has been measured by the Pamela [1] , Fermi-LAT [2] and AMS-02 [3, 4] Collaborations. AMS-02 on board the International Space Station has measured with unprecedented precision the positron flux up to 1 TeV [5, 6, 7] . The interpretation of e + (and, almost equivalently, the e + /(e + + e − ) ratio) data is still under debate. Below 10 GeV the data are described well as the secondary production given by spallation reactions of primary cosmic rays (CRs) with the atoms of the interstellar medium (ISM) (see, e.g., [8, 9, 10] ). On the other hand, the e + flux above a few tens of GeV strongly exceeds the predicted secondary component [8] . In order to explain the e + excess, the annihilation or decay of dark matter particles, the emission from pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) (see, e.g., [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] ) or supernova remnants (SNRs) (see, e.g., [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] ) have been invoked.
The Milagro Collaboration has reported the detection of γ-ray emission from 1-100 TeV from the direction of * Electronic address: mdimauro@slac.stanford.edu † Electronic address: manconi@to.infn.it ‡ Electronic address: donato@to.infn.it
Geminga with an extension of 2.6
• [23] . This observation has been confirmed by the HAWC Collaboration with a γ-ray spectrum measured from 5 TeV to 40 TeV [24] (hereafter HAWC2017) and an extension of about 2
• . The HAWC observatory has also detected very highenergy emission in the direction of the pulsar B0656+14 (also known as Monogem), with a similar spatial extension.
These measurements play a crucial role in the understanding of the e ± acceleration from pulsars and their PWNe, and can be used to estimate the contribution of these sources to the e + flux [24, 25, 26, 27] . Indeed, the extended TeV γ-ray emission detected around PWNe can be interpreted as inverse Compton scattering (ICS) emission of e ± accelerated and released by these sources off ambient photons of the interstellar radiation field (ISRF). The ISRF, composed of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), infrared (IR) and starlight (SL), is then scattered up to γ-ray energies. In particular, given the extension of the detected TeV γ-ray emission and the age of the sources, ICS photons must be generated by e ± escaped from the PWN. The pairs produced in PWNe may be effectively released in the ISM when the system leaves the parent SNR, as extensively discussed in [28, 29] for nebulae surrounding high-speed pulsars, classified as bow shock PWNe. These particles then propagate in the Galaxy and can be detected at Earth. In addition to γ-ray data, radio and X-ray data are available for many PWNe, even if they typically probe arXiv:1903.05647v1 [astro-ph.HE] 13 Mar 2019 structures on much smaller scales, such as the jet and torii seen for the Geminga PWN [30] . Photons at these lower energies are produced by e ± through Synchrotron and Bremsstrahlung radiation, which are predominantly trapped inside the PWN. Therefore, the spectral energy distribution (SED) from radio to γ-ray energies provides valuable information about the population of e ± produced by these sources (see, e.g., [28] for a recent review).
The HAWC experiment measures γ rays between 5−40 TeV. These photons can be produced via ICS off the ISRF by e ± at average energies of at least tens of TeV. Since the e + AMS-02 excess is between a few tens up to hundreds of GeV, the HAWC data cannot test directly the origin of this excess. The use of HAWC γ-ray data in order to predict the e + flux at AMS-02 energies is indeed an extrapolation, which can vary significantly depending on the assumptions made.
In this paper, we analyze, for the first time, Fermi-LAT data from 8 GeV up to TeV energies in the direction of the Geminga and Monogem PWNe to search for an extended emission that can be attributed to the interaction of the accelerated e ± with the ISRF. Our analysis is unique in γ-ray astronomy because we will include the proper motion of Geminga pulsar [31] because, as we will show, this effect is relevant for the spatial morphology of the ICS γ-ray halo. We will show that Fermi-LAT data are ideal, together with HAWC measurements, to constrain the e + flux from these two sources. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we explain our model for the photon emission from ICS and Synchrotron radiation, and for the emission and propagation of e + from PWNe. In Sec. III we present the predictions for the contribution of Geminga and Monogem to the positron flux using HAWC data. We show that it is not possible to provide a precise prediction for the contribution of these two sources to the e + excess at lower energies using only these data. In Sec. IV we analyze 10 years of Fermi-LAT data above 8 GeV to search for a halo emission around these two sources, and we calculate their contribution to the e + flux. In Sec. V we draw our conclusions.
II. γ-RAY AND e ± EMISSION FROM PULSAR WIND NEBULAE
The photon emission observed in the direction of PWNe covers a wide range of energies (see, e.g., [32] for a recent review). From radio to X-ray energies, photons are produced by e + and e − through synchrotron radiation caused by the magnetic field present in the ISM. On the other hand, at higher energies γ rays are produced via ICS of very-high energy e + and e − escaped from the PWN off the ISRF. In what follows we describe the models we employed for the flux of photons emitted from ICS and synchrotron radiation, and for the e + source spectrum. We note that we are interested in the extended (few degrees at TeV energies) halo emission around PWNe, which could be attributed to the e ± pairs accelerated and escaped from the PWN, and not to the small-scale (few arcseconds to arcminutes) structures observed in the nebula, as for example jets and torii (see e.g. [30] ). Nevertheless, the following equations hold for any e + and e − input spectrum, target photon fields and for the synchrotron and ICS emission mechanisms.
In general, the photon flux emitted for the ICS or synchrotron mechanism by a source, at an energy E γ and for a solid angle ∆Ω, can be written as [33, 34] :
(1) The term M(E, ∆Ω) represents the spectrum of e + and e − of energy E propagating in the Galaxy and from a solid angle ∆Ω:
N e (E, s) is the energy spectrum of e ± of energy E emitted by the source, s is the line of sight, while P IC,Sync (E, E γ ) is the power of photons emitted by a single e ± for ICS or synchrotron emissions, as detailed in the next sub-sections. The solid angle ∆Ω is parametrized using the angular separation between the line of sight and the direction of the source θ.
A. γ rays from Inverse Compton Scattering
The e ± propagating in the Galaxy produce γ rays through ICS with the Galactic ISRF. The Galactic ISRF is composed of the CMB, described by a blackbody energy density at temperature T CMB = 2.753 K, the IR light with the peak of the spectrum at T IR = 3.5 · 10 eV and by the SL with T SL = 0.3 eV [35, 36, 37] . We define the ICS power of photons of energy E γ produced by electrons of energy E as in [33, 38] :
where is the ISRF photon energy, dN d ( (q)) is the energy spectrum of the ISRF, and
Models for the local ISRF are provided in [35, 36, 37] , which all contain a careful description of the photons at all frequencies. These ISRF models are based on the estimate for the interactions between SL and the interstellar matter, which take into account an accurate knowledge of the stars, gas, and dust in the Galaxy, and the IR emissivities per dust grain. Our results are obtained for the ISRF energy density in the local Galaxy reported in [35] . We do not consider any spatial variation in the model. We have explicitly checked that our results do not get modified by using the model in Ref. [36] . We do not expect significant changes with the model in Ref. [37] , since it is very similar to the other ones in the local Galaxy, which is the relevant scale for our analysis.
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B. Synchrotron Radiation
The e ± produce photons from radio to X-ray energies through synchrotron radiation due to their interaction with the Galactic magnetic field. The flux of synchrotron photons has the same expression as in Eq. 1, where the synchrotron power P Sync (E, E γ ) is now given by [39] :
The quantity defined in Eq. (5) is connected to the energy emitted by one lepton per unit frequency and unit time, dEsync dνdt , as:
since N sync E γ = E Sync . To obtain the emissivity function in a random magnetic field one should average out the standard synchrotron formula (see [33] ) over the directions of the magnetic field. For e ± with arbitrary pitch angle, the emitted energy per unit frequency and time is thus given by (see [39] ):
where e and m e are the electron charge and mass, B is the magnetic field and c is the speed of light. The function G(x) is an analytical approximation for the dimensionless synchrotron integral as defined in [39] (Eq. D7), where x = ν/ν c and ν = E γ /h and initiate cascade processes that lead to the production of a cloud of charged particles that surrounds the pulsar, which is called a PWN (see, e.g., [40] ). Within the nebula, the e + and e − are believed to be accelerated to very high energies at the termination shock and then injected into the ISM after a few tens of kyr [29, 41] .
Two different assumptions are usually made for the emission mechanism of e ± from PWNe. In the burstlike injection scenario all the particles are emitted from the sources at a time equal to the age of the source (t ). Therefore, the time-dependence is a delta function δ(t − t ). On the other hand, in the continuous injection scenario the particles are emitted with a rate that follows the pulsar spin-down energy.
The injection spectrum of e ± emitted by a PWN in the burst-like injection scenario can be described as: [38] :
where Q 0 is in units of GeV −1 and E c is a cutoff energy. If not stated differently, we adopt E c = 10
3 TeV. We stress that a value of E c well above 10 TeV is necessary to produce γ rays through ICS at the energies measured around the Geminga PWN with HAWC and Milagro. The normalization of the power law is fixed to E 0 = 1 GeV. Given the injection spectrum in Eq. 9, the total energy emitted in e − and e + in units of GeV can be obtained through (see [38] ):
where we fix E 1 = 0.1 GeV. This is the typical value considered for the minimum energy of non-thermal electrons [42, 43] . The normalization Q 0 for a single PWN is obtained assuming that a fraction η of the total spin-down energy W 0 emitted by the pulsar is released in form of e ± pairs, i.e.:
The value of W 0 can be computed starting from the age of the pulsar t , the typical pulsar decay time τ 0 , and the spin-down luminosityĖ:
The spin-down luminosityĖ, the observed age t obs (where t = t obs + d/c is the actual age) and the distance d for the pulsars are taken from the ATNF catalog [44] , while τ 0 is the characteristic pulsar spin-down timescale. We assume that the magnetic braking index is k = 3. We use τ 0 = 12 kyr if not stated otherwise, following HAWC2017. Moreover, we assume d =250 pc, t obs = 370 kyr andĖ = 3.2 · 10 34 erg/s for Geminga and d = 288 pc, t obs =110 kyr andĖ = 3.8 · 10 34 erg/s for Monogem [44] . Only middle-aged pulsars, with an observed age 50 kyr< t obs < 10000 kyr, are supposed to emit e ± . In younger pulsars e ± are believed to be confined until the expanding medium merges with the ISM, which should occur at least 40 − 50 kyr after the pulsar formation [29, 41] .
In the burst-like injection scenario the flux N (E, r) of e ± at a position r (in Galactic coordinates) and energy E considering an infinite diffusion halo is given by (see, e.g., [8] ): (13) where b(E) is the energy loss function, r s indicates the source position, and λ is the typical propagation scale length:
with the diffusion coefficient
E s is the initial energy of e ± that cool down to E in a loss time ∆τ :
In the continuous injection scenario and with a homogeneous diffusion in the Galaxy, the flux N e (E, r, t) of e ± at an energy E, a position r, and time t is given by the following equation [45] :
where the integration over t 0 is included since the PWN releases e ± continuously in time. The expression for the injection spectrum is now time-dependent:
and the total energy emitted by the source is given by:
L(t) is the magnetic dipole braking:
The HAWC2017 data suggest that the diffusion coefficient in the vicinity of the source may be much smaller than the one usually derived for the average of the Galaxy. A possible phenomenological remedy of this discrepancy is the implementation of a two-zone diffusion model, where the region of inefficient diffusion is contained around the source, and delimited by an empirical radius [27, 46] . The inhibition of diffusion near pulsars has been recently discussed in [47] , where a possible theoretical interpretation is provided. We implement here the following diffusion coefficient [46] :
where r b is the boundary between the low-diffusion and high-diffusion zones. The e ± density in Eq. 16 takes the form:
where H(r, E) is:
where ∆r = |r − r s |, ξ is defined as ξ = D 0 /D 2 , λ 0 and λ 2 are the typical propagation lengths for D 0 and D 2 (see Eq. 14) and = r b /λ 0 . In the case of D 0 = D 2 or assuming r b r, Eqs. 21 for the two-zone diffusion model becomes Eq. 16, which is valid for a one-zone model.
In our model, the parameters that account for the two diffusion zones are D 0 , D 2 and r b . Different combinations of these parameters could generate very similar morphologies of the γ-ray ICS halo. This is particularly true for a very extended halo as the one we will search for Geminga and Monogem. In addition to this, the transition between the low and high-diffusion zones can be parametrized a priori with any arbitrary function of the distance, i.e. an Heaviside or a smoother transition with an exponential, a power-law or a logarithmic function. All these additional effects, if included in our model, would make our analysis of γ-ray data extremely challenging. Moreover, these are second order effects that, if calibrated on the same γ-ray ICS halo morphology and flux, are not going to change significantly the results on the maximum contribution of these sources to the e + flux at Earth at very-high energies. Therefore, we decide to assume the simplest approach for the γ-ray ICS halo that includes the one-zone model. Then, we calculate the e + flux at Earth considering the more complex two-zone diffusion model. In particular we will provide the results for the e + flux for different values of r b compatible with the γ-ray observations. This method will provide predictions for the e + flux at Earth that partialy incorporates the uncertainty in the spatial distribution of the diffusion reported above.
The Geminga pulsar has a proper motion of 178.2±1.8 mas/year that corresponds to a transverse velocity of v T ≈ 211(d/250pc) km s −1 [31] . On the other hand, the line of sight velocity is negligible, and thus it is not considered in this paper. The transverse velocity affects significantly the morphology of the γ-ray emission from Geminga for energies smaller than about 100 GeV. A photon with an energy of 10 GeV is produced by an electron with an average energy of 100 GeV. These electrons propagate in the Galaxy for Myr timescales while loosing most of their energy. On this timescale, the Geminga pulsar travels many tens of parsecs. The proper motion of Monogem is 44 mas/year [48] , and does not affect the ICS γ-ray morphology. We include the proper motion for Geminga in our calculation by replacing its position r s in Eq. 16 with r s + v T t 0 where v T is the pulsar transverse velocity which is a vector because we must specify the direction of motion.
In Fig. 1 we show the surface brightness dΦ γ /dθ as computed for Geminga and Monogem pulsars as a function of the transverse distance from the source (d T ) for a γ-ray energy of 30 GeV. θ is the angular separation between the line of sight and the direction of the source. The direction of motion considered in this figure is aligned to the position vector from which the distance d T is calculated. Therefore, this represents the maximum effect that the pulsar velocity produces in the γ-ray morphology. The dΦ γ /dθ is calculated with Eq. 1 and 2 without integrating over the solid angle ∆Ω. The proper motion of Geminga has a large impact on the ICS γ-ray emission which is larger by a factor of a few for positive d T that represents the position of the pulsar in the past. The effect of Monogem proper motion is negligible as shown in Fig. 1 (right panel) .
In either of the models the flux of e ± at Earth is given by:
where d is the distance to the source. As a side note, we stress that γ rays are produced by ICS from either e + and e − emitted by a PWN. This implies that there is factor of 0.5 between the normalization of the injection spectrum derived from γ-ray data and the one that is then used to predict the e + flux at Earth. We now implement our model to predict the flux of e ± (we will then be interested specifically in e + ) and ICS γ rays at Earth. In Fig. 2 we show the predictions for the e + flux at Earth (left panel) and for the ICS γ-ray flux (right panel) for the burst-like and continuous injection, for Geminga. We assume a benchmark case with a spectral slope for the e + injection spectrum of γ e = 1.8, τ 0 = 12 kyr, ηW 0 = 1.5×10
47 erg, a strength of the Galactic magnetic field of B = 3µG, the ISRF model of [35] in the local Galaxy and the propagation model in [49] (hereafter K15). The K15 model as well as the one in [50] (hereafter G15) have been tuned according to fits to CR data performed within a semi-analytical diffusion model. In K15 the diffusion is modeled as D 0 = 0.0967 kpc 2 /Myr and δ = 0.408, while for the G15 model with D 0 = 0.05 kpc 2 /Myr and δ = 0.445. The values found in these two papers are also compatible with the ones derived in [51, 52] .
This benchmark case has been inspired by the γ-ray flux observed with HAWC, but no fit has been performed. We also test the effect of the choice of CR e + injection spectrum, the CR propagation model, and the pulsar parameters on the e + flux and ICS γ-ray flux at Earth in the one-zone diffusion. Here we use the one-zone diffusion model but similar modifications are expected for the two-zone diffusion model. We assume K15 propagation model for the e+ flux and δ = 1/3 and D 0 = 10 26 cm 2 /s for the ICS γ-ray flux. As for the e + flux, the burst-like case shows a sharp cut-off at TeV energies because veryhigh energy e + , injected from the source at a time equal to the source age, lose most of their energy during their propagation in the Galaxy for synchrotron and ICS cooling. On the other hand, the continuous injection scenario produces higher e + and ICS γ-ray fluxes at TeV energies for increasing values of τ 0 . Indeed, when the release time is longer, a part of the most energetic e + is released much later than the time of the pulsar birth. Therefore, these very high-energy particles are characterized by a larger propagation length λ, which permits them to reach the Earth and to generate TeV γ rays. On the other hand, if τ 0 is very small (τ 0 < 1 kyr) the predictions for the continuous injection asymptotically tends to the burstlike scenario. We also test the effect on the e + and ICS γ-ray flux for different choices of the ISRF, propagation model, and Galactic magnetic field strength. A change from the ISRF model in [35] to the one in [36] has a negligible effect for e + flux and of about 10% in the case of the ICS γ-ray flux. The difference in the e + flux as propagated using the K15 model and the one in G15 is a normalization factor of about 1.5. Finally, changing the Galactic magnetic field from 3 to 5 µG has an effect in the e + flux only at around 1 TeV. Indeed at TeV energies the synchrotron radiation mechanism of e ± energy losses, that at lower energy is subdominant, is of the same order of the one due to ICS. On the other hand, the ICS γ-ray flux changes by an overall factor of about 2 if we increase the magnetic field strength from 3 to 5 µG because we are using for this case a low-diffusion propagation model with D 0 = 10 26 cm 2 /s. It is visible from the figure that a pulsar spin-down timescale τ 0 > ∼ 10 kyr is needed in order to be compatible with the HAWC2017 observations. In the following, we will fix B = 3µG, the [35] ISRF model in the local Galaxy as well as τ 0 = 12 kyr. The e + flux (left panel) and the γ-ray flux from ICS (right panel) computed within the benchmark case as defined in Sec. II C using a continuous injection and τ0 = 12 kyr (black solid line) or a burst-like injection (red solid line) for Geminga with a total energy emitted into e + and e − of ηW0 = 1.5 × 10 47 erg. We assume γe = 1.8, B = 3µG, the ISRF model in the local Galaxy as in [35] . For the propagation model we assume K15 for the e + flux and δ = 1/3 and D0 = 10 26 cm 2 /s for the ICS γ-ray flux. We also display the effect on the e + and γ-ray fluxes of changing one at a time the parameters of the above model: τ0 = 1 kyr (brown dot-dashed) and τ0 = 0.1 kyr (gray dot-dashed), [36] ISRF (blue dashed line) and B = 5 µG (orange dashed line). For the e + flux we also show the result derived with the G15 propagation model.
the Geminga and Monogem PWNe. The surface brightness dΦ γ /dθ for ICS is computed from Eq. 1 without integrating over θ. As in HAWC2017, we assume that the diffusion of e + and e − in the vicinity of the PWN (D 0 ) is different with respect to the average of the Galaxy. Therefore, we implement a one-zone diffusion model assuming D 0 in the entire region observed by HAWC. We also proceed as in HAWC2017 by fixing δ = 1/3 and varying D 0 and ηW 0 in the fit. This value for δ is motivated by the Kolmogorov turbulence model [53] . We first fix γ e = 2.30 for Geminga and γ e = 2.10 for Monogem as done by the HAWC Collaboration in their analysis. The best fit gives D 0 = 5.0 We also try the same fit for a harder e ± injection spectrum index of γ e = 2.00 for Geminga. As reported in Fig. 5 , we find that the best fit value is D 0 = 4.3
25 cm 2 /s and η = 0.011, still falling in the HAWC uncertainty band. This test indicates that the harder injection spectrum is still giving a good fit to the Geminga surface brightness.
The efficiencies that we find are lower than the values derived by the HAWC Collaboration, namely η = 0.40 for Geminga and η = 0.04 for Monogem. We have indentified five main differences between our analysis and the one presented in HAWC2017.
• In HAWC2017, the ISRF is described by three separate black body distributions, while we consider the model [35] without any approximation. The black body approximation gives an ISRF spectrum that predicts a lower emission than the full model, in particular for frequencies in the range 10 13 −10
14
Hz. Therefore, by using the black body approximation higher efficiency values are found.
• The second difference is due to the minimum energy of e ± (see Eq. 10) that in HAWC2017 is fixed to 1 GeV while we consider 0.1 GeV. This is particularly relevant for values of γ e much softer or harder than 2.0. For example, taking the efficiency derived in HAWC2017 for > 1 GeV, rescaling it to E e > 0.1 GeV and assuming γ e = 2.3, we obtain η = 0.9, almost equal to the total spin-down luminosity.
• In HAWC2017 they follow the treatment of the energy losses presented in [54] . There is a discrepancy with our model of about a factor of 2 in the intensity of the energy losses at 10 TeV. This difference is reasonable given the current accuracy for the knowledge of the ISRF spectrum and magnetic field strength in the local Galaxy and considering that the location near the PWN could have different values of these quantities.
• In HAWC2017 they use the diffusion coefficient that is found with the combined analysis of Geminga and Monogem, namely D(100 TeV) = 4.5 · 10 27 cm 2 /s and an energy dependece D(E) = (1 + E/3 GeV) 1/3 .
• Finally, they use for the total energy emitted by Geminga W 0 = 1.1 · 10 49 erg while we consider W 0 = 1.3 · 10 49 erg. On the other hand we assume the same value for Monogem. The discrepancy in the Geminga W 0 is probably due to a different spindown energy used for this source. We take in our analaysis the value reported in the ATNF catalog.
Following the same prescriptions used in HAWC2017 for the quantities listed above and performing again a fit to the HAWC surface brightness, we find η = 0.26 ± 0.06 for Geminga and η = 0.03 ± 0.01 for Monogem. The value of η we find for Monogem is compatible with HAWC2017 result within 1σ error. On the other for Geminga they are compatible at 2σ error. We finally note that there are further differences such as the implementation of the calculation of the γ-ray ICS emission or in the procedure used to fit the surface brightness data that are not identical and can have some role in the values of η.
We now use the results obtained from HAWC data on the surface brightness to predict the flux of photons due to ICS between 10 GeV to 10 TeV. In Fig. 6 we show the γ-ray flux for ICS from Geminga, implementing our results for both γ e = 2.3 and 2.0. We also provide a comparison to the HAWC flux data as measured in HAWC2017 for a diffuse template compatible with the ICS process. We can clearly see that the predicted flux for the two γ e are very similar in the HAWC energy range, but spread by about a factor of 4 in the Fermi-LAT energy range between 10 − 100 GeV. This indicates that the extrapolated fluxes can in principle be tested with Fermi-LAT data.
A similar consideration holds for e + flux at Earth. While the HAWC surface brightness profile is well fitted with different γ e and η values, the corresponding e + flux at AMS-02 energies can be significantly different. In Fig. 7 we quantify this consideration for Geminga (left panel) and Monogem (right panel) together with AMS-02 data. In order to show the effect of the propagation from the source to the Earth, we additionally calculate the flux for the two different sets of propagation parameters K15 and G15. Since, the size of the γ-ray ICS halo measured in HAWC2017 for Geminga is of the order of 20 pc (see, e.g., Fig. 3 ) and this represents a negligible volume for the propagation of e ± from the pulsar to the Earth, we assume here K15 and G15 models which parametrize the average propagation of CRs in the Galaxy. The bands (the blue and green one) are by themselves a convolution of the uncertainties brought by ηW 0 and the two propagation setups. Considering the variation for γ e , Geminga can contribute to the e + AMS-02 high-energy data at most 30% for γ e = 2.3, and 10% with γ e = 2.0, while Monogem can contribute at most 5%. The main consequence of this analysis is that with HAWC data alone it is not possible to constrain the contribution of Geminga and Monogem PWNe to the AMS-02 e + excess. Indeed, even changing the value of Geminga γ e = 2.3 by only 0.3, its contribution can vary by at a factor of 5 at the highest AMS-02 energies. This result is not unexpected, since the e + flux is tuned to HAWC data at E γ > 5 TeV. For the physics involved in the ICS, HAWC data are able to constrain only e + at tens of TeV energies. In the Thom- son regime, a γ ray detected at 10 TeV is on average produced by a e + or an e − at energies around 60 TeV energy through ICS with the CMB. During the propagation from the source to Earth e + lose energy through synchrotron radiation and ICS and e + are detected with an energy of about 2 TeV 3 . In Fig. 7 we see that the e + flux is similar for the two e + spectral slopes (γ e = 2.3, 2) only 3 We assume for this simple calculation that the energy of a photon produced by a positron with a Lorentz factor of γ for ICS on a photon field given by a black body distribution with a characteristic temperature of T BB is 3.60γ 2 k B T BB . Moreover we assumed energy losses given by 5 · 10 −17 E 2 GeV/s that are compatible with a Galactic magnetic field with 3µG and the ISRF of [35, 36] .
for E ≥ 5 TeV. Therefore, γ-ray data between 10 − 1000 GeV would be highly desirable in order to constrain more precisely the Monogem and Geminga contribution to the e + excess. Indeed, ICS photons in this energy range are produced by e ± detected at Earth with average energies in the range 350 − 1500 GeV rendering Fermi-LAT perfectly suited for their detection, as we will discuss in the next Sections.
As we partially discussed above, our results are only marginally comparable with the HAWC2017 ones, whose analysis is based on a strong assumption. The same diffusion coefficient that explains the spatial morphology of the γ-ray emission near the PWNe halos (D 0 = 7 · 10 25 cm 2 /s, δ = 1/3) is assumed for the propagation of e + in the Galaxy. This value of D 0 is a factor of about 500 smaller than the average value assumed for the Galaxy. The size of the observed ICS emission is about 20 pc and the distance of these sources is about 250 pc, thus meaning that the propagation volume in the ICS region is only about 1% of the volume traveled by e + from the source to the Earth.
On the other hand, the authors of [26, 27] find that the e + excess can be entirely explained by PWNe, with Geminga contributing more than 10% to the flux at AMS-02 energies. However, in [26] the surface brightness from HAWC was not used because these data were not available at the time. They considered the flux data from the 2HWC HAWC catalog [55] , where a disk template was assumed for all sources. This profile provides a flux that is lower by about a factor of 4 with respect to the ICS template (see Fig. S2 in the supplementary materials of HAWC2017). The ICS template has been used by the HAWC Collaboration and found to be preferred at more than 5σ significance with respect to the disk morphology for Geminga 4 . Finally, Ref. [26] also uses the Milagro data point at 35 TeV [23] , where a template of a single point source has been considered. Therefore, rescaling their results by the difference between the HAWC data in the disk and diffuse assumptions (i.e., by multiplying them by a factor of about 4), Geminga would exceed the AMS-02 positron flux above 10 GeV by about a factor of two.
In [27] the authors assumed a spectral slope of γ e = 2.3 for e + which as we will show in this paper, is not compatible with the spectrum we find with Fermi-LAT data for the γ-ray emission from Geminga and Monogem PWNe. We also note that they work under the hypothesis of a burst-like injection spectrum for Geminga. As illustrated in Sec. II C, the burst-like injection is not compatible with the HAWC observation of TeV γ rays when interpreted as produced from ICS. Finally, there is a missing factor of 2 in the definition of the diffusion length r diff (Eq. 4) that likely affects their results 5 .
IV. FERMI-LAT ANALYSIS
The Monogem and Geminga pulsars have been detected with Fermi-LAT and included in the source catalogs since one year after the beginning of the mission [56]. The signal detected so far has a point-like morphology and is associated to the pulsed emission from the two sources. An extended emission of multiple degree size has never been claimed. We proceed here with a dedicated analysis to search for such a signal.
A. Template for the ICS γ-ray emission
We analyze Fermi-LAT data above 8 GeV to search for an extended emission around Geminga and Monogem interpreted as ICS γ rays from e + and e − emitted by these sources and released in the ISM. The morphology of ICS emission is energy dependent. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 , where we report the computed angular extension of Geminga as a function of energy, for D 0 = [0.5, 0.8, 1.5, 3.0, 5.0] · 10 26 cm 2 /s and γ e = 1.8. We define the angular extension as the angle that contains the 68% of the total flux. The larger the value of D 0 the more extended is the ICS emission. There is an increase of about a factor of 50% in the angular extension by increasing D 0 by a factor of 10 from D 0 = 0.5 · 10 26 cm 2 /s to D 0 = 5·10 26 cm 2 /s. Focusing on D 0 = 1.5·10 26 cm 2 /s, for E γ < 40 GeV the ICS γ-ray emission is spread out by θ ∼ 10
• , while the extension decreases significantly for higher energies reaching about 3
• in the HAWC energy range. The trend of the angular extension is almost constant for E γ < 50 GeV because these photons are mainly produced by e ± at energies of hundreds of GeV. The latter can travel relatively large distances from the source before losing their energy, which implies that the γ-ray emission from ICS is relatively extended. On the other hand, TeV photons are produced by e ± with much higher energies. They suffer intense energy losses; this implies a much smaller extension for the ICS γ-ray region. We have not included the proper motion of the Geminga pul- 2 /s and γe = 1.8. We do not consider the pulsar proper motion and the extension is defined as the angle that contains the 68% of the total flux. sar in this calculation since the goal is to give a rough estimate of the extension as a function of energy. The size of the extension below 100 GeV is even larger when including the Geminga proper motion as we will show later in the paper when we will include this effect in the calculation.
In order to account for the energy dependence of the spatial morphology for the ICS emission we create a mapcube template. This is a three dimensional table that, for each energy bin, gives the map of the γ-ray intensity in Galactic longitude and latitude. This format matches the one used in the Fermi-LAT Science Tools to account for a component with a spatial morphology that changes with energy. We fix γ e = 1.8 for both Monogem and Geminga. We stress that the choice of the positron spectral index does not influence significantly the spatial morphology of the ICS template and, more importantly, the results on the flux data. Indeed, in calculating the flux as a function of energy the ICS halo template is fitted to the data independently for each energy bin where inside each energy bin we assume a power-law shape. Therefore, given a free normalization factor for each energy bin, the initial value of γ e does not affect the result for the flux data.
We also remind the reader that we assume for simplicity a one-zone diffusion model for the γ-ray ICS halo. This is a reasonable choice since for the energies considered in our analysis the low-diffusion zone dominates our ROI. In Sec. IV C then we will calculate the e + flux at Earth assuming the two-zone diffusion model which is more appropriate for the propagation of these particles travelling a significant path in the high-diffusion zone. We will choose different values of r b , compatible with the γ-ray observations of the ICS halo, in order to account for the uncertainties in the modeling of the diffusion from the pulsars to the Earth.
In Fig. 9 (Fig. 10) we display the ICS template for Geminga assuming D 0 = 2.0 · 10 26 cm 2 /s and not considering (considering) the pulsar proper motion. In the figures it is visible that the angular extension decreases significantly when moving to higher energies, as already noted for Fig. 8 . In particular, at 10 GeV the emission is very extended and concentrated within about 10
• from the center of the source, while at TeV energies it is concentrated within 2
• . Fig. 10 shows that the effect of the proper motion is mostly significant at low energies. Indeed, at 10 GeV the peak of the γ-ray emission is located about 10
• away from the current location of the pulsar. Moreover, by increasing the photon energy the flux concentrates at the actual location of the pulsar becoming almost spherically symmetric above a few hundred GeV.
B. Analysis setup
We perform an analysis of 115 months of Fermi-LAT Pass 8 data, from 2008 August 4 to 2018 March 4. We select γ-ray events in the energy range E = [8, 1000] GeV, passing standard data quality selection criteria 6 . We choose photon energies above 8 GeV because at lower energies the interstellar emission model (IEM) and the pulsed emission from the pulsar dominates the γ-ray data. Moreover, running the analysis above 10 GeV gives a slightly worse significance for the detection of Geminga while selecting E > 6 GeV does not imply any significant improvement in the results of our analysis. We consider events belonging to the Pass 8 SOURCE event class, and use the corresponding instrument response functions P8R3 SOURCE V2, specific for source detection.
The ROI we consider in our analysis is dominated by the IEM and it is thus central to test different models for this component. We run the analysis using 10 different models in order to derive the systematics in the results given by the choice of the IEM. We employ the IEM released with Pass 8 data [57] (i.e., gll iem v06.fits), routinely used in Pass 8 analyses and we refer to it as the official model (Off.). This model is derived by performing a template fitting to Fermi-LAT γ-ray data. It is thus based on the spatial correlations between γ-ray data and a linear combination of gas and ICS maps in order to model the diffuse background for source studies and estimate the γ-ray emissivity of the gas in different regions across the Galaxy. This model contains a patch component to account for extended excess emission regions of unknown origin. However, in the Geminga region there is not any of this patch component. We include the standard template for the isotropic emission (iso P8R3 SOURCE V2 v06.txt) 7 associated to the Off. IEM.
Then, we run the analysis for 8 other IEMs and the correspondent isotropic emission models used in the first Fermi-LAT SNR catalog [58] . These models have been generated by varying the CR source distribution, height of the CR propagation halo, and HI spin temperature in order to test the effect of the choice of the IEM in the flux and spatial distribution of SNRs. These 8 models have been used in the SNR catalog to explore the systematic effects on SNRs fitted properties, including the size and morphology of the extension, caused by IEM modeling. We will label these models as alternatives (Alt.).
The final IEM that we consider is the sample model used in the Fermi-LAT analysis of the γ-ray excess in the direction of the Galactic center [59] . This model is based on Galprop and it has been tuned on 6.5 years of Fermi-LAT of Pass 8 data. We will label this model as Galactic Center IEM (GC).
We have implemented an analysis pipeline using FermiPy, a Python package that automates analyses with the Fermi Science Tools [60] 8 . FermiPy includes tools that 1) generate simulations of the γ-ray sky, 2) detect sources, and 3) calculate the characteristics of their SED. For more details on FermiPy we refer to the Appendices of [61] .
We consider a region of interest (ROI) of 70
• ×70
• centered at RAJ2000= 95
• and DEJ2000= 13 ICS γ-ray emission is expected to be very extended in Fermi-LAT data as we have seen in Figs. 9 and 10 . This is why we choose to consider this position and width of our ROI. We bin the data with a pixel size of 0.06
• and 6 bins per energy decade. Our model includes the IEM, the isotropic template and cataloged sources from the preliminary 8 years list 9 . In the analysis the normalization and the spectral shape parameters of the point sources and of the IEM are free to vary while for the isotropic template only the normalization is a free parameter. For the templates of the two source halos, we vary D 0 in the range 10 25 − 10 29 cm 2 /s and their spectral slope.
We start our analysis with a fit to the ROI, where we include Geminga and Monogem both as pulsar point sources and their ICS halos. We include the proper motion of Geminga in our analysis when we calculate the ICS γ-ray flux. The flux of the Geminga pulsed emission is particularly relevant between 8 − 20 GeV, while Monogem is very faint with a T S ≈ 0 10 . Indeed, these sources have an energy cutoff in their energy spectrum of about 700 MeV for Geminga and 400 MeV for Monogem [63] . We re-localize all the sources in the ROI and then search for new point sources with T S > 25. We perform 
25 cm 2 /s 12 ). The discrepancy in the rescaling of the diffusion coefficient from our analysis (E > 10 GeV) and from HAWC2017 (E > 5 TeV) to 1 GeV might be the due to a slope of the diffusion coefficient which is different from δ = 1/3. Indeed, 11 We calculate the weighted average by considering the following
, where σ i andD 0,i are the best fit and 1σ error for the measurement of D 0 for each IEM model. 12 This number is obtained by rescaling their diffusion coefficient for electrons at 100 TeV, We report the T S for the detection of the ICS halo from Geminga (T S Geminga ) with the correspondent value for the diffusion coefficient (D Geminga 0 ), the T S for the presence of the proper motion for Geminga (T S motion , see the text for further details). In the last two columns we display the T S for the detection of the ICS halo from Monogem (T S Monogem ) with the 95% CL lower limit for the diffusion coefficient (D
Monogem 0
). the best-fit value for the diffuse coefficient that that we find in Fermi-LAT energy range and the one found by the HAWC Collaboration at 100 TeV, are compatible if we consider a slope of the diffusion coefficient of δ = 0.21. However, considering that the discrepancy between our results and the one reported in HAWC2017 are only at the level of 1 − 2σ, we conclude there are not strong evidence for a δ value different from 1/3 so we decide to use this value in our analysis.
In order to see if our analysis is able to detect the effect of the known Geminga proper motion on the ICS γ-ray morphology, we run the analysis also for v T = 0. We thus fix the Geminga pulsar velocity to zero and the spatial template for the ICS emission is spherically symmetric around the source (see Fig. 9 ). The analysis pipeline is the same as before. The result is reported in Tab. I where we put the T S for the proper motion (T S motion ). This is calculated as twice the difference between the likelihood found including the proper motion (L motion ) and the likelihood with pulsar velocity equal to zero (L 0 ):
The T S for the motion is between 22 and 51. Considering one degree of freedom that is the transverse velocity, these T S values correspond to a significance in the range between 4.7 − 7.1σ. Our analysis thus significantly detects the motion of Geminga pulsar by fitting its ICS halo.
The values of T S we find for Geminga ICS halo with the different IEMs correspond to a significance in the range 7.8 − 11.8σ if the null hypothesis T S is distributed as a χ 2 /2 with 2 degrees of freedom. In order to demonstrate that the T S distribution follows the probability distribution function (PDF) of χ 2 /2 with 2 degrees of freedom, we run simulations with the null signal. We perform 1000 simulations of the ROI without including the Geminga and Monogem ICS halos using Fermipy. Then, we run the same analysis applied to the real data: we search for the Geminga and Monogem ICS halos varying D 0 in the range 10 25 − 10 29 cm 2 /s. We thus compute the significance of the Geminga and Monogem ICS halos for each simulations. We show the results of this analysis in Fig. 12 . The T S distribution is highly peaked at T S ≈ 0, as expected for the null signal and it is compatible with the χ 2 PDF. This justifies our conversion of the T S into a significance as done above.
In Fig. 13 we show the following count maps of the ROI: the total count map, the model map for the Geminga ICS halo, the residual map after all the components of our model are subtracted and the residual map without the Geminga halo subtraction. We perform a fit after we remove the Geminga halo. All the maps have been produced with a pixel size of 0.4
• , applying a Gaussian filter with standard deviation of 4σ and using the Python function scipy.ndimage.gaussian filter. In the count map we clearly see the emission from the IEM, the flux of Geminga pulsar in the center of the map, together with other very bright sources such as: the blazars RX J0648.7+1516, TXS 0518+211, 1ES 0647+250, and PKS 0735+17, the SNR IC 443 and the Crab PWN. The residual map with the ICS halo included do not contain bright residuals, meaning that our model represents the data well. The largest residuals in this map contain at most 1 photon per pixel. The residual map derived with the Geminga ICS halo not included in the model is brighter than the one generated with all the components included. As expected from our model, the Geminga ICS halo contribution is brighter in the center, where it contributes with 0.5 photon per pixel, and fainter at the edges, where its contribution is a factor of 5 smaller.
Since the Geminga ICS halo is quite extended we check the correlation coefficient between the normalization of the isotropic template and the normalization and the slope of the IEM with respect to the normalization and the slope of the Geminga ICS halo. We find that there is a weak anticorrelation between the ICS halo SED parameters and the one of the isotropic and diffuse template with values that are always smaller than of −0.30. The normalization of the isotropic template is 0.58 for the Off. IEM and we checked that this value is not affected by the presence or absence of the Geminga ICS halo. As an additional test we run the analysis for a ROI 60
• ×60
• ,
i.e. 10
• smaller than before, and we find results for the significance of the Geminga ICS halo and D 0 that are perfectly compatible with the one reported above. We will also show in Sec. IV D further tests that validate our results.
The flux values evaluated independently in different energy bins for the Geminga (Monogem) ICS halo are reported in the left (right) panel of Fig. 14 . We calculate these fluxes leaving free to vary the SED parameters of the sources in the model and the IEM and isotropic templates. The Fermi-LAT measures the Geminga ICS halo from 8 GeV up to 100 GeV with a precision of about 30%. For the remaining explored energies we obtain upper limits. We also report our predictions for the SED derived using the template presented in Sec. IV A. For γ e = [1.8, 1.9, 2.0] (Geminga analysis), we derive η by fitting the Fermi-LAT data and find η = [0.019, 0.013, 0.010]. The chosen γ e values bracket the HAWC measurements. The analogous analysis for Monogem at γ e = 1.9 and 2.1 results in η ≤ 0.008 and 0.006, respectively. The values that we use here for γ e are harder than the one reported in HAWC2017. However, we checked that by using γ e = 2.0, D 0 = 2.3 · 10 26 cm 2 /s and δ = 0.21 for the slope of the diffusion coefficient, we still find a surface brightness that is perfectly compatible (i.e. reduced χ 2 smaller than 1) with the HAWC data.
We then use our findings to predict the contribution of Geminga and Monogem to the e + flux at Earth. The latter is computed implementing the efficiencies fitted on the Fermi-LAT data, for the different e + spectral index. Since, positrons emitted from the Geminga and Monogem PWNe have to travel in both the low and highdiffusion zones before reaching the Earth, we take into account the two-zone propagation model. As in Sec. III, we repeat the calculation using for r > r b the K15 and G15 Galactic propagation models which are suitable to model the average propagation of CRs in the Galaxy. The results are shown in Fig. 15 for r b = 100 pc, 120 pc and 150 pc. We choose these values for r b because the spatial size of the γ-ray ICS halo detected for Geminga has a size of about 80 pc. The low-diffusion zone is included inside this radius (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). The different Galactic propagation parameters act as a normalization of e + flux, specifically a factor of 3 with a negligible energy dependence. It is clearly visible that the different positron injection spectra and conversion efficiencies give very similar predictions at hundreds of GeV up to TeV energies, where the Fermi-LAT γ rays calibrate the progenitor leptons. Therefore, at lower e + energies softer injection spectra give higher e + flux. The Geminga PWN contributes at few per-cent level to the positron flux at 100 GeV. The highest contribution from Geminga is about 10% of the last AMS-02 energy data point at around 800 GeV. As for Monogem, our predictions are derived from Fermi-LAT upper bounds. Similar considerations as done for Geminga hold here. Monogem can at most produce 3% of the highest energy measured e + flux. The exact spatial distribution of the diffusion at the edge of the low and high-diffusion zone is not well know. In order to account for this uncertainty we calculate the e + flux for three different values of r b that are compatible with our observations. We have verified that for Geminga the effect of decreasing (increasing) the boundary radius from r b = 120 pc to r b = 100 pc (r b = 150 pc) leads to about 15% smaller (15% larger) contribution to the highest energy e + AMS-02 data and to about a factor of 40% larger (2.5 times smaller) contribution at 100 GeV where, however, its contribution is at the % level. Including in the calculation of the γ-ray ICS flux the two-zone diffusion model with r b compatible with the observed Geminga halo can produce changes in the results. In particular we check that assuming r b = 100 pc would produce a γ-ray flux lower than the one-zone model by a factor of about 40% at 10 GeV. Also the spatial distribution of photons for ICS would change. At the same energy the flux becomes smaller by a factor of 20% at the direction of the source and by a factor of 45% at θ = 15
• . These differences decrease at higher energies and become negligible for E γ > 1 TeV. This will slightly change the best-fit values of D 0 and of the efficiency for Geminga. However, the γ-ray flux will be still compatible with the one reported in Fig. 14 so the contribution of Geminga to the e + flux could increase at most by a factor of about 50%. On the other hand no significant differences are present for r b > 150 pc. In Fig. 2 we have shown how the positron flux changes with different parameter choices, such as the ones linked to the propagation model, the Galactic magnetic field strength, the local ISRF model, the choice of τ 0 and the injection type. Considering all these parameters together with the value of r b , we estimate that the e + flux can vary at most by a factor of about 2 in the AMS-02 energy range. As we noted before, the typical size of the Geminga ICS halo is around 80 pc. Thus, using a two-zone diffusion model for the ICS γ-ray emission with r b larger than 100 pc would not significantly change the results. This implies that these sources alone, as bound now by Fermi-LAT data, cannot be the major contributors to the e + excess.
D. Additional tests for the detection of Geminga ICS halo
We perform additional tests for validating the detection of the Geminga ICS halo in Fermi-LAT data.
The signal that we detect in the direction of Geminga should also be tested against systematic uncertainties in the Fermi-LAT instrument response functions (IRFs). The primary IRF uncertainty relevant for our study is the point spread function (PSF) for which the systematic uncertainties are of the order of 5% at 10 GeV and increase to 25% at 1 TeV 13 . These systematics can leave residuals when performing an analysis in the direction of the brightest γ-ray sources. In order to check this effect we perform our analysis using the ICS templates derived for Geminga to analyze some of the brightest Fermi-LAT γ-ray sources. We use ROIs centered in the direction of the Vela pulsar, 3C454.3, PSR J1836+5925, PSR J1709-4429 which, together with the Geminga pulsar, are the brightest sources detected above 100 MeV, and for PG 1553+113 and Mkn 421, which are among the brightest above 10 GeV. We run the analysis varying D 0 and η exactly as done for the Geminga ICS halo. We find for all these sources a maximum T S of 2, implying that our result is not affected by the systematics of the PSF. As presented in the previous section we detect with a significance of at least 4.7σ the proper motion of Geminga pulsar. In order to test this result we re-run the analysis with the template for Geminga rotated by 90, 180 and 270 degrees with respect to the templates in Fig. 10 . If our analysis would prefer the template with the proper motion with respect to the spherically symmetric model (velocity equal to zero) and we really detect the pulsar proper motion, we should find that the likelihood of the fit with the template rotated should be worse than the case used in the previous section. We perform this check with the Off. IEM and we do not anticipate any significant change in the results using any of the other IEMs. The result of this check is that the model with the correct direction for the pulsar proper motion is preferred with a T S of 32, 46 and 34 with respect to the model with the Geminga template rotated by 90, 180 and 270 degrees, respectively.
The two tests reported above together with what is presented in the previous section demonstrate that the found γ-ray halo is robust, not compatible with the null signal, that the value of D 0 is not affected by the choice of the IEM and that we are detecting the proper motion of Geminga pulsar.
In the previous section we found that the contribution of Geminga and Monogem to the positron excess is at the per-cent level. As a final exercise, we make the unrealistic assumption that instead the contribution of Geminga is about at the same level of the highest energy e + data point. We artificially increase the flux by setting ηW 0 = 2.4 · 10 48 erg and γ e = 1.80, uplifting the efficiency to 20%. This scenario is similar to what have been published in [26, 27] . The corresponding artificial e + flux is reported in Fig. 16 (left panel) for the two representative Galactic propagation models. We simulate the corresponding γ-ray halo emission using the Fermipy tools. This source would be detected with Fermi-LAT with a T S = 24000, which implies a detection at about 150σ significance. The signature of this source in Fermi-LAT data would be given by very large residuals up to 20
• from the center of source. This is clearly shown from Fig. 16 (right panel) , where we plot the square root of T S (that is approximately equal to the significance) in the ROI around the source. This plot maps the residuals in the ROI without the Geminga ICS halo in the source model. The result of this exercise demonstrates once more that if the Geminga PWN produces most of the contribution to the e + excess, the LAT would have detected an overwhelming number of events in a 10
• square around it. Therefore, the results presented in [26, 27] for the contribution of Geminga PWN to the positron excess are strongly disfavored by Fermi-LAT data.
Finally, we note that if the observed γ-ray emission originates from the ICS of e ± with the ambient radiation, a diffuse emission originating from synchrotron emission should be present with a similar spatial extension. The synchrotron emission peaks near a critical frequency ν c which is connected to the energy of the e ± through the typical relation in Eq. 8. Thus, depending on the electron energy, an emission from radio up to the X-ray band is expected. In particular, in a magnetic field of the order of few µG, the same e ± which produce the observed ICS emission at 10 TeV (10 GeV) should radiate at energies peaked at roughly 1.2 keV (1.2 eV). Since the extension of Geminga is at least a few degrees, the detection of the synchrotron halo would be particularly prohibitive at those energies. However, if the presence of ICS halos around pulsars would be confirmed by the observation of other systems, a synchrotron counterpart of ICS halos in other wavelengths could be detectable for more distant and luminous sources, for which the angular size would be smaller.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The HAWC detection of a multi TeV γ-ray halo around two close PWNe has a natural interpretation in terms of ICS by more energetic e ± . In HAWC2017 it is shown that the contribution of Geminga and Monogem PWNe to the e + excess, measured firstly by Pamela and then confirmed with higher significance by AMS-02 at energies from tens of GeV up few hundreds of GeV, is below the % level. We build a model for predicting the e + flux at Earth from PWNe, which is based on a continuous injection from the source and on two diffusive regimesone in the PWN halo region, the other in the ISM. The calibration of our model to the HAWC data leads to predictions for the e + flux which are variable by an order of magnitude at AMS-02 energies, contributing from a few % up to 30 % of the e + excess. In order to obtain a more robust prediction for the e + flux at the excess energies, we have analyzed almost 10 years of Fermi-LAT data above 8 GeV. We have demonstrated that at these energies the proper motion of the Geminga pulsar is particularly relevant for the ICS γ-ray flux so we have included this effect in our analysis. We report here the detection at 7.8 − 11.8σ significance of an extended emission around the Geminga PWN, depending on the IEM considered in the analysis. Moreover, we detect the proper motion of Geminga pulsar through the ICS halo with T S ∈ [20, 51] . This signal is straightforwardly interpreted with γ rays produced via ICS off the photon fields located within a distance of about 100 pc from the pulsar, where the diffusion coefficient is estimated to be in the range of 1.6 − 3.5 · 10 26 cm 2 /s at 1 GeV depending on the IEM and with a weighted average of 2.3 · 10 26 cm 2 /s.
With an efficiency of about 0.01 for the conversion of the PWN released energy into e ± escaping the nebula, we find that the flux for the Fermi-LAT Geminga halo is compatible with the HAWC data. The inferred contribution of Geminga to the e + flux at Earth is at most 20% at the high-energy AMS-02 data. We have also derived an upper limit for an halo of very high-energy γ rays around Monogem PWN that translates into an upper limit on the efficiency of η = 0.008 and into a contribution to the positron flux of a few %. Recently, the authors of [64] showed that a Galactic population of pulsars with efficiency in the range of 1 − 3% and physical spin-down properties can explain the e + flux excess. This result, together with the results discussed in [8] for cataloged pulsars, indicate that the cumulative positron emission from Galactic PWNe remains a viable interpretation for the positron excess. K15 γ e =2.1, η =0.6% G15 γ e =2.1, η =0.6% AMS-02 
